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Abstract. We examine the event statistics obtained from
two differing simplified models for earthquake faults. The
first model is a reproduction of the Block-Slider model of
Carlson et al. (1991), a model often employed in seismic-
ity studies. The second model is an elastodynamic fault
model based upon the Lattice Solid Model (LSM) of Mora
and Place (1994). We performed simulations in which the
fault length was varied in each model and generated synthetic
catalogs of event sizes and times. From these catalogs, we
constructed interval event size distributions and inter-event
time distributions. The larger, localised events in the Block-
Slider model displayed the same scaling behaviour as events
in the LSM however the distribution of inter-event times was
markedly different. The analysis of both event size and inter-
event time statistics is an effective method for comparative
studies of differing simplified models for earthquake faults.
1 Introduction
In order to understand the statistical behaviour of earth-
quakes, the knowledge of long earthquake sequences is nec-
essary. However, the time for which instrumental records of
earthquakes are available is relatively short compared to the
recurrence time of major earthquakes. Thus artificial data
generated from numerical simulation models are used.
The completely realistic simulation of the full earthquake
cycle for a time sufficient to generate enough data is cur-
rently computationally infeasible. Therefore, a wide variety
of models with a varying degree of simplification have been
developed. Those models range from fully dynamic fault
models which can realistically model a few slip events on
a single fault to cellular automaton (CA) models which are
able to simulate long sequences of events for a fault or a fault
system in a highly simplified way.
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In order to investigate how well highly simplified models
capture the behaviour of the more realistic models we have
compared the event statistics of a Block-Slider model and a
fully dynamic model of a single fault based on the Lattice
Solid Model (LSM). Block-Slider model was selected for
comparison with the LSM, as opposed to a more simplified
CA model, so that comparisons of event statistics would be
easier. The measure for event size most commonly used for
CA models is rupture area rather than energy release. Com-
putation of rupture areas is difficult in dynamic rupture mod-
els and computation of energy release is often not possible in
CA models (depending upon the design of the models). The
inertial Block-Slider model is sufficiently similar to the LSM
that a common measure of event size may be employed for
comparisons of event statistics.
The paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 de-
scribe the LSM and Block-Slider models and the numerical
experiments performed with each model. In Sect. 4 we de-
scribe a method for detecting dynamic ruptures and comput-
ing the size of events. This method is used to generate event
catalogs with which to compute frequency-size distributions
and inter-event time distributions. The results from the two
models are compared and major conclusions are outlined in
Sect. 5.
2 The dynamic fault model
2.1 The method
The Lattice Solid Model (Mora and Place, 1994; Place and
Mora, 1999) is a particle based model similar to the Discrete
Element Model (DEM) developed by Cundall and Strack
(1979). The model consists of spherical particles which are
characterized by their radius r , mass m, position x and ve-
locity v. The particles interact with their nearest neighbors,
e.g. by elastic and frictional forces. The particles can be
linked together by elastic bonds or springs (Fig. 1), in which
case the elastic forces are attractive or repulsive, depending
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Fig. 1. Attractive forces between linked particles. Fij is the force
applied to particle i due to the interaction with particle j whereas
Fji is the force applied to particle j due to the interaction with
particle i.
Fig. 2. Repulsive forces between particles which are not linked
together.
on whether the particles are closer or more distant than the
equilibrium distance (r0)ij .
Flinkedij =
{
kij (rij − (r0)ij )eij rij ≤ (rcut )ij
0 rij > (rcut )ij ,
(1)
where kij is the spring constant for the elastic interaction be-
tween the particles, rij is the distance between the particles i
and j , (rcut )ij the breaking distance for the link between the
particles and e is a unit vector in the direction of the interac-
tion.
Links are broken if the distance between the particles ex-
ceeds the threshold breaking distance (rcut )ij . If two parti-
cles are not linked together (Fig. 2) the elastic force Ff reeij
between the particles i and j is purely repulsive
Ff reeij =
{
kij (rij − (r0)ij )eij rij ≤ (r0)ij
0 rij > (r0)ij .
(2)
Two unbonded interacting particles can be in static or dy-
namic frictional contact (Fig. 3). The force on particle i due
to the dynamic frictional contact with particle j is given by
FDij = −µF nij eijT , (3)
where µ is the coefficient of friction between the particles,
F nij is the magnitude of the normal force and eijT is a unit
vector in the direction of the relative tangential velocity be-
tween the particles (Cundall and Strack, 1979; Mora and
Place, 1998; Place and Mora, 1999).
Fig. 3. Frictional forces between particles which are not linked to-
gether.
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Fig. 4. Particle Model of a 1-D Fault embedded in a 2-D medium.
Fig. 5. Detail of a rough planar 1-D Fault.
2.2 The model setup
The model used for the particle based simulation of fault slip
consists of two 2-D blocks of elastic material, formed by a
dense packing of particles which are fully linked together
and a rough fault in between (Fig. 4). In order to enable
large total displacements of the fault in models of a limited
size periodic boundary conditions have been applied in the
direction of the shear movement.
The rough fault is generated by fitting random sized circu-
lar particles to a line (Fig. 5).
The assembly is then compressed in the direction perpen-
dicular to the fault to maintain a normal force and sheared
in the direction parallel to the fault at a constant velocity.
The boundary conditions in shear direction are circular, thus
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arbitrary amounts of shear displacement are possible. The
roughness along the fault surface is sufficient to cause to
model to move in a stick-slip motion when sheared even
without any changes in the coefficient of friction between
static and dynamic friction.
2.3 The numerical experiments
A number of numerical experiments with different model se-
tups have been performed. In all models the radii of the par-
ticles ri range from 0.1 to 1.0 model units. The material
parameters of the model are held constant for all the simu-
lations:
m0 = 1.0
kij = 1.0
µ = 0.6 ,
where m0 is the mass of a particle of radius 1.0, kij is the
spring constant for the particle interaction (Eqs. 1, 2) and
µ is the intrinsic friction between particles along the fault
(Eq. 3). The breaking distance (rcut )ij has been chosen suf-
ficiently large so that no breaking of bonds occurs during the
simulations.
The geometry of the model was varied between the differ-
ent simulations. While the width of the model perpendicular
to the fault was held constant at 30 model units, the length
of the model in direction of the fault was varied between
120 and 1890 model units. Models of length 120, 240, 480,
945, 1440 and 1890 model units have been used, resulting
in models consisting of between ≈7800 and ≈122 000 parti-
cles. The driving velocity applied to the edges of the model
was 0.00025 model velocity units on each driving plate, or a
total shear velocity of 0.0005 model units for all experiments.
For a regular 2-D lattice the P-wave velocity in the model
can be calculated as
vp =
√
9
8
r0
√
k
m0
. (4)
It has been shown by Place and Mora (2001) that this rela-
tion also applies to the random lattice used here. Thus the
P-Wave velocity in the models used is vp≈2.1 and there-
fore the applied shear velocity is equivalent to approximately
0.025%vp. This value is several orders of magnitude larger
than realistic tectonic loading speeds for earthquake faults,
but in order to generate a sufficient number of events a
compromise had to be found between more realistic driving
speeds and limited simulation time.
The simulations were performed for 1−3×107 time steps,
resulting in the generation of between 3000 and 8000 events
generated during each simulation.
In order to minimize the computing time necessary for the
simulations, a parallel implementation of the Lattice Solid
Model (Abe et al., 2004) was used, utilising up to 42 CPUs
of an SGI Altix 3700 for the largest models.
Fig. 6. 1-D block-slider model.
3 The block-slider model
3.1 The model
The block-slider model is a reproduction of that of Carlson
et al. (1991). The model consists of a 1-D chain of N blocks
connected via linear elastic springs with spring constant Kc
(Fig. 6). Each block is also connected to a rigid driving plate
via leaf springs with constant Kl . The driving plate is moved
at a constant speed Vpl and blocks interact with a rough sub-
strate via a velocity-weakening friction law (described below
in Eq. 6).
The partial differential equation to be solved is the follow-
ing:
U¨i(t +1t) = Kc
M
[
Ui+1(t)− 2Ui(t)+ Ui−1(t)
]
+Kl
M
[
Vpl t − Ui(t)
]+ φ(i, t) , (5)
where i=0, 1, . . . , N−1 is the block index, M is the mass of
each block (M=1 in the following), and φ(i, t) is the friction
law. We have refrained from using the non-dimensionalised
form of the PDE to facilitate comparison of parameter values
with the equivalent LSM parameters.
The velocity-weakening friction law governing interac-
tions between individual blocks and the rough substrate is
given by:
φ(i, t) =
{
µ0i
1+U˙i (t) if U˙i(t) ≥ 0
[−∞, µ0i] otherwise , (6)
where µ0i is the static coefficient of friction of the i-th block.
Friction coefficients are selected from a uniform, random dis-
tribution with values in the range [0.5, 1.0]. A friction law of
this form prevents back-slip of sliding blocks, a situation that
more closely reproduces frictional sliding in the LSM than do
laws permitting back-slip such as Carlson and Langer (1989).
The time-integration scheme is an explicit finite-difference
scheme that assumes constant acceleration during a given
timestep (1t), hence the equations for updating displace-
ments and velocities are as follows:
Ui(t +1t) = Ui(t)+1tU˙i(t)+ 1t
2
2
U¨i(t +1t) (7)
U˙i(t +1t) = U˙i(t)+1tU¨i(t +1t) (8)
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Fig. 7. Event Distributions for different values of the stiffness Kl in
the block-slider model.
We employ a circular boundary condition (so that block N
is equivalent to block 0) and all blocks are initially in their
equilibrium positions (∀i, Ui=0).
Numerical experiments in which the fault length was var-
ied, were also performed using the Block-Slider model.
Models containing 256, 614, 972, 1450 and 1928 blocks
were examined. Following the direction of Carlson et al.
(1991), the leaf spring constant was set to Kl=1%Kc and
Kc=1.0. The choice of Kl=1%Kc resulted in power-law
scaling of events whereas for significantly larger values of Kl
the event size distribution would show a different behaviour
(Fig. 7).
A plate velocity of approximately 1% the compressional
wave-speed was selected. While this is higher than that of the
LSM simulations, it is sufficiently small that stable sliding
is inhibited. Simulations consisting of 10 million timesteps
were performed, resulting in between 3000 and 5000 events.
4 Results
The aim of the present investigation is to determine whether
the event statistics of LSM simulations are comparable to
those obtained from Block-Slider simulations. We have
focused upon the interval frequency-size distributions and
inter-event time distributions. In order to compare the event
statistics of the two models, it was necessary to devise a
method for detection of events and computation of event
sizes that could be applied to simulation data from either
model. The method is described in the following subsection,
subsequent to which the frequency-size and inter-event time
distributions are presented.
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Fig. 8. Example of a potential energy time series obtained from the
LSM.
4.1 Computation of event sizes and PDFs
There are a number of measures for the size of earthquakes.
The measure most appropriate for use in simulations is the
seismic moment (the rupture area multiplied by the mean
slip). Computation of the seismic moment of events is some-
what complicated for inertial models. In inertial models it is
often difficult to identify when dynamic rupture commences
and ceases due to continuous aseismic creep of portions of
the model fault or precursory aseismic creep prior to dynamic
rupture. This complicates computation of mean slip and rup-
ture area in a given event and hence, the seismic moment.
We investigated the possibility of selecting a lower velo-
city cut-off, above which a fault segment is presumed to be
slipping, however could find no criterion for selecting this
cut-off that was not purely arbitrary. The distribution of slip
velocities was monotonic, decreasing for all slip velocities.
The magnitude of the cut-off velocity might also need to be
varied for simulations with differing driving rates or viscosi-
ties. This would further complicate estimation of event sizes
in simulations with differing model parameters.
We have elected to use a method for estimating event size
based upon detection of drops in the potential energy time-
series. The potential energy is computed as the sum of the
potential energies of all elastic springs in the particle model
and as the sum of the potential energies of all elastic and leaf
springs in the block-slider model. During intervals in which
the fault is locked, the potential in the model increases due
to loading at the boundaries. A slip event causes some of the
potential energy to be converted into kinetic energy, resulting
in a drop in the total potential energy of the model.
The change in potential energy should be proportional to
the seismic moment. The method for detecting events and
computing event sizes is as follows:
1. At each timestep the total elastic potential energy is
recorded (Fig. 8).
2. The PE timeseries is postprocessed to compute the
change in PE each timestep (blue curve in Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Change in potential energy computed from the time series
shown in Fig. 8.
3. The average change in PE is computed using leaky in-
tegration to smooth the change in PE time-series (red
curve in Fig. 9).
1PEavg(t+1)=PE(t+1)−PE(t)+λ1PEavg(t)1+λt
4. The commencement of an event occurs when the aver-
age change in PE goes negative (beginning of gray area
in Fig. 10) and the cessation of the event occurs when
the average change in PE goes positive (end of gray area
in Fig. 10).
5. The event size is computed as the net change in the
PE from the commencement to cessation of the event
(Fig. 11).
The leakiness parameter (λ) controls the smoothing of the
change in PE time-series. The value of this parameter
(λ=0.99) was selected by comparing the original PE time-
series with a plot of the detected times for commencement
and cessation of events. A smaller value of λ resulted in
detection of spurious small events and a value of λ closer
to unity resulted in poor detection of the cessation times of
events and hence, poor estimation of the total change in po-
tential energy.
As demonstrated later this approach provides an effective
method for computing event sizes in both models. However,
the total elastic potential energy is computed differently in
each model. Therefore the absolute sizes of events can not
be directly compared between the models. Despite this draw-
back we consider this method superior to comparisons based
on different measures of event size such as potential energy
release and number of slipping blocks.
In the following sections we present distributions of event
sizes and inter-event times. Because of the multiple scales
involved, the distributions must be carefully constructed. We
employ a log-binning method (Corral (2004)) in which the
bin sizes are defined so that the probability density is expo-
nentially growing as cn where c>1 and n labels consecutive
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Fig. 10. Smoothed change of potential energy with picked events
shown in gray.
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Fig. 11. Original potential energy time series with picked events (in
gray) and calculation of event size illustrated.
bins. The method ensures an appropriate bin size for each
scale. The number of samples in each bin is normalised by
the bin-size and the total number of samples, to obtain an
estimate of the probability density over each bin.
4.2 Event size distributions
An event size catalog was constructed for each simulation,
using the event picking method above. The event catalogs
were then used to construct PDFs of event sizes. Results
from LSM simulations are given in Fig. 12 and from block-
slider simulations in Fig. 13. Events smaller that 10−4 have
been omitted from these figures due to statistical scatter in
the data.
The PDFs obtained from LSM simulations may be fit-
ted by a power-law relation with exponent 1.07 for approx-
imately 3 decades. The event size PDFs from block-slider
simulations also display a power-law segment spanning ap-
proximately 3 decades with an exponent of approximately
1.0. However the PDFs deviate from this power-law relation
for both small and large event sizes. Small events roughly
558 D. Weatherley and S. Abe: Statistics of Fault Models
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Fig. 12. Event size PDFs for LSM models with differing fault
lengths.
follow a power-law relation with an exponent of approxi-
mately 0.5 although there is considerable scatter.
The differing power-law relations for small and moderate-
sized events in the block-slider model may be a manifesta-
tion of the differing dynamical nature of the events. Carlson
and Langer (1989) identified three classes of events in the
block-slider models termed “microscopic”, “localized” and
“delocalized”. Microscopic events involve only one or a few
blocks whereas localized events involve propagating rupture
fronts that cause a number of blocks to slip during the event.
A localized event does not however, cause slip of all of the
blocks (a delocalized event).
Due to the random distribution of friction coefficients, we
do not obtain “delocalized” events, however microscopic and
localized events are expected. We hypothesise that the dif-
fering dynamical nature of small and moderate-sized events
results in differing power-law exponents (and hence differing
scaling behaviour) in the event size PDFs.
Interestingly, the scaling of localized events in the block-
slider simulations is almost identical to the scaling observed
in the LSM simulations. We suspect that the non-existence of
microscopic events in the LSM is due to the stronger elastic
coupling afforded by the bulk material surrounding the fault.
When slip of a single frictional contact occurs, the strong
elastic coupling promotes propagation of rupture along the
fault.
Both LSM and block-slider simulations display an expo-
nential roll-off in event numbers for the large event tail of
the distributions. For both models the amount of roll-off de-
creases as the model size increases, suggesting that the roll-
off is a finite size effect. To be certain that the roll-off is a
finite size effect, it would be necessary to determine if the
event size distribution continues to scale to large sizes as the
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Fig. 13. Event size PDFs for block-slider models with differing
fault lengths.
fault length increases. Given the computational burden of
performing simulations with longer faults, this experiment
has been delayed to a future investigation.
4.3 Inter-event time distributions
We also examined the distribution of inter-event times for
each simulation. Corral (2004) demonstrated that the proba-
bility densities of earthquake inter-event times follow a uni-
versal distribution, for different magnitude ranges and spatial
regions. The universal distribution is a generalised gamma
distribution with the following form:
f (θ) = C 1
θ1−γ
exp(−θ δ/B) . (9)
Corral (2004) performed a fit of this distribution to seismicity
data and obtained the values for the parameters listed in Ta-
ble 1. The distribution function with these parameter values
was found to be universal for seismicity. The parameter val-
ues were independent of the magnitude range, spatial region
and tectonic environment.
The apparent universality of this distribution function
prompted our analysis of the inter-event time distributions
obtained from the LSM (Fig. 14) and Block-Slider (Fig. 15)
simulations. The parameter values obtained from a fit of
Eq. 9 are listed in Table 1.
The distribution function provides a good fit for simula-
tion data from both models however the parameter values are
not in agreement. While different simulations from a given
model all display the same inter-event time distribution, dif-
ferent models have different distributions. This would sug-
gest that the two models reside in differing universality
classes. This result is not unexpected given that Block-Slider
D. Weatherley and S. Abe: Statistics of Fault Models 559
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Table 1. table of parameter values obtained from a fit of the gen-
eralised gamma distribution (Eq. 9) to inter-event time PDFs from
seismicity (Corral, 2004), LSM simulations and Block-Slider sim-
ulations.
parameter seismicity LSM Block-Slider
γ 0.67 0.995 0.0
δ 0.98 1.00 1.00
B 1.58 15.21 100.0
C 0.50 0.0573 0.25
simulations contain additional microscopic events that do not
occur in LSM simulations. Given that the results of Corral
(2004) were obtained from distributed seismicity rather than
earthquakes occurring within a single fault zone, the non-
agreement between seismicity and the simulated data might
also be expected.
Assuming that the inter-event time distribution for earth-
quakes is universal as attested by Corral (2004), analysis
of the inter-event time distributions of differing earthquake
models may provide a criterion for selection of models that
best reproduce natural seismicity. For a simulation model to
be useful as a tool for estimating the seismic hazard in a given
region, it is critical that the model reproduces the inter-event
time distribution of seismicity.
5 Conclusions
We have investigated the event statistics obtained from simu-
lations of two differing models for earthquake faults. Block-
Slider models with differing numbers of slider blocks display
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Fig. 15. Probability densities of inter-event times for Block-Slider
simulations.
two different classes of events with differing scaling be-
haviour. These classes of events are microscopic events in-
volving only one or a few blocks and localised dynamic rup-
ture events.
The scaling of localised events in Block-Slider simulations
is identical to the scaling of events in LSM simulations. The
LSM simulations do not produce microscopic events. This
is most likely due to the stronger elastic coupling in the bulk
material. Slip at a single contact will in most cases, trigger
dynamic rupture of neighbouring contacts.
We also examined the inter-event time distributions of both
models and compared the results with that of natural seis-
micity. While all simulations for a given model display the
same inter-event time distributions, suggesting universal be-
haviour, simulations from different models display markedly
different distributions. We conclude that the two models re-
side in different universality classes to each other and to nat-
ural seismicity.
These results highlight the care that must be taken when
attempting to understand long-term seismicity by analysis
of more simplified models. Assuming that the inter-event
time distribution of seismicity is universal (as suggested by
Corral, 2004), analysis of such distributions for more simpli-
fied models may provide a method for categorising different
earthquake models and evaluating their effectiveness.
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